
Thinking, Fast and Slow
Author: Kahneman, Daniel
Class: 153.42
U006306
Why is there more chance we'll believe something if it's in a bold type face?Why are judges more likely to deny
parole before lunch?Why do we assume a good-looking person will be more competent?The answer lies in the
two ways we make choices: fast, intuitive thinking, and slow, rational thinking. Th...

A level Psychology
U006306
Media: LinksPlus
This website provides A Level Psychology resources for students and teachers of AS, A2 and Introductory level
Psychology. The website has information under topics, news, featured resources and links.

A level psychology revision notes
U006306
Media: LinksPlus
Revison-notes has a site for A Level Psychology, which includes University psychology notes and AS social
and cognitive psychology. The topics, abnormal behaviour, behavourism and learning, intrapersonal
communication, perception, rational emotive theory, stages of language acquisition, studies int...

A2 Psychology 2009 Aqa A Specification: the Student's Textbook
Author: Holt, Nigel
Class: 150
U006306
library
Media: Textbook
'A2 level psychology: The Students' textbook'', written for the 2009 AQA A psychology specification provides
clear, colour-coded and easy to follow coverage of essential material. Contributions have been made by
specialists from around the country chosen for their focus, and experience which brings ...

Abnormal Psychology
Author: Carr, Alan
Class: 157
U006306
library
Series: Psychology Focus
Abnormal Psychology provides a thorough grounding for undergraduate students with little or no previous
knowledge of this complex area of psychology. The focus is on clinical descriptions, using illustrative case
studies, and on the implications of the major theoretical perspectives and relevant em...

Abnormal Psychology
Author: Rosenhan, David L.
Class: 157
U006306
'Abnormal Psychology'' explores the interactions between the psychological and biological influences on human
behaviour. This 4th edition contains 1800 new references and highlights important contemporary trends in the
field - from the explosion of biological and neuroscience research, to new life-s...

Aqa (A) A2 Psychology: Psychopathology and Research Methods: Unit 4
Author: Lawton, Jean-Marc
Class: 150
U006306
library
Student Unit Guides are perfect for revision. Each guide is written by an examiner and explains the unit
requirements, summarises the relevant unit content and includes a series of specimen questions and answers.
There are three sections to each guide: Introduction -- includes advice on how to use t...

Aqa (A) Psychology: Biological Psychology, Social Psychology And Individual Differences: Unit Psya2
Author: Marshall, Molly
Class: 150.07
U006306
library
Series: Student Unit Guides
Student Unit Guides are perfect for revision. Each guide is written by an examiner and explains the unit
requirements, summarises the relevant unit content and includes a series of specimen questions and answers.
There are three sections to each guide: Introduction -- includes advice on how to use t...

Aqa (A) Psychology: Cognitive Psychology, Develpmental Psychology And Research Methods: Unit
Psya1
Author: Marshall, Molly
Class: 150.07
U006306
library
Series: Student Unit Guides
Student Unit Guides are perfect for revision. Each guide is written by an examiner and explains the unit
requirements, summarises the relevant unit content and includes a series of specimen questions and answers.
There are three sections to each guide: Introduction -- includes advice on how to use t...



AQA Psychology for A Level Year 1 & AS - Student Book
Author: Flanagan, Cara
Class: 150.712
U006306
Approved by AQA, this book offers high quality support you can trust. Written by renowned author Cara
Flanagan, Dave Berry, Matt Jarvis and Rob Liddle the book has been created especially for the new AQA
specification for first teaching from September 2015. Designed to be the most motivating student...

AQA Psychology for A Level Year 2
Author: Flanagan, Cara
Class: 150
U006306
Created especially for the new AQA A Level Year 2 specification and written by renowned author Cara
Flanagan, Dave Berry, Matt Jarvis and Rob Liddle, this student book has entered AQA's official approval
process. // With an engaging visual style and tone, this book will support you through every ste...

AS and A2 level psychology revision guide
U006306
Media: LinksPlus
Revision and teaching materials for GCSE and A-levels (UK). The site covers key topics and has revision
questions with self-testing and study notes. There is also a useful guide to essay writing.

As/A-Level Psychology
Author: Flanagan, Cara
Class: 150.3 FLA
U006306
library
Series: Essential Word Dictionary

Authentic happiness : Using the new positive psychology
U006306
Media: LinksPlus
Dr. Martin Seligman's main mission at the University of Pennsylvania, has been the promotion of Positive
Psychology. This discipline includes the study of positive emotion, positive character traits and positive
institutions. Dr. Seligman is now turning his attention to training Positive Psychologis...

Beginning Psychology
Author: Hardy, Malcolm & Hayes, Steve
Class: 150 HAR
U006306
library
With explanations and diagrams, this edition introduces students to the world of psychology. It serves as a
course book for GCSE or as a first-year text for A-level. It takes into account the GCSE syllabuses, especially
MEG.

Biological Psychology
Author: Higgs, Suzanne
Class: 616.89
U006306
Written to guide undergraduate students new to brain and behaviour through the key biological concepts that
determine how we act, Biological Psychology provides a comprehensive introduction to the subject. It includes
detailed coverage of sensation, movement, sleep, eating and emotions, with further...

Biological Rhythms, Sleep and Hypnosis
Author: Green, Simon
Class: 154.6
U006306
Series: Palgrave Insights in Psychology Series
Like food and water, sleep is essential for all. In this excellent study aid, the authors look at the nature and
purpose of sleeping and related disorders, dreaming and hypnosis. This clear and focused introduction provides
a fantastic entry point for students seeking a deeper un...

Blind Spots: Why Smart People Do Dumb Things
Author: Van Heck, Madeleine
Class: 158.1
U006306
library
Media: Textbook
A woman planning a dinner party calls a gourmet caterer and learns that 'Chateaubriand' can be ordered. To
which she responds, 'No, thanks. We're going to take care of the wine ourselves'. The dead silence at the end of
the phone is her first clue that something is amiss. A CEO attempts to put an en...



Classic Case Studies in Psychology
Author: Rolls, Geoff
Class: 616.89
U006306
The human mind is both extraordinary and compelling. But this is more than a collection of case studies; it is a
selection of stories that illustrate some of the most extreme forms of human behaviour. From the leader who
convinced his followers to kill themselves to the man who lost his memory; from...

Classics in the History of Psychology :Thorndike (1911)
U006306
Media: LinksPlus
Edward Thorndike's 1911 work on animal intelligence is published in full on the Classics in the History of
Psychology site.

Classification and Diagnosis of Psychological Abnormality
Author: Cave, Susan
Class: 157 CAV
U006306
library
Series: Routledge modular psychology
Designed for the modular AS and A2 syllabi, in particular the AQA 'A' syllabus, this book explains the main
models and systems used in the classification and diagnosis of psychological abnormality, with an emphasis on
research into the reliability and validity of the various approaches. It discus...

Clockwork Orange, A
Author: Burgess, Anthony
Class: Fiction
U006306
classics

Cognitive Development: Textbook
Author: Oakley, Lisa
Class: 155.4
U006306
library
Series: Routledge Modular Psychology
Cognitive Development provides a detailed and accessible account of three main areas: theories of cognitive
development, the development of measured intelligence and the development of moral understanding. The
theories of Piaget, Vygotsky, Einsenberg and Bruner are discussed. The book is suitable fo...

Cognitive Psychology: A Student's Handbook
Author: Eysenck, Michael W.
Class: 153
U006306
Previous editions have established this best-selling student handbook as THE cognitive psychology textbook of
choice, both for its academic rigour and its accessibility. This sixth edition continues this tradition. It has been
substantially updated and revised to reflect new developments in the fiel...

Complete A-Z Psychology Handbook
Author: Cardwell, Mike
Class: 150.3 CAR
U006306
library
Series: Complete A-Z
FROM DAY ONE ...TO THE NIGHT BEFORE YOUR EXAMS "A flyweight with the punching power of a
champion...this will serve the student well as a revision aid, essay planner and a learning key, as well as being
truly portable, good value for money and comprehensive. I was so impressed, I got a copy and...

Debates In Psychology
Author: Bell, Andy
Class: 150
U006306
library
Series: Routledge Modular Psychology
This text tackles some of the major issues and controversies within the field of psychology. The book includes a
discussion of the major debates in psychology prescribed by the AQA Specification A-Level syllabus, such as
free will and determinism, whether or not psychology can (or indeed should) be ...

Depression
Author: Hammen, Constance L.
Class: 616.8527
U006306
library
Series: Clinical Psychology - A Modular Course S.
This work is intended for students and professionals who are seeking a current summary of research-based
information on depression. Chapters cover clinical and diagnostic information, as well as features of the course
of depression and the demographic features of the disorder. The book presents rese...



Discovering psychology
U006306
Media: LinksPlus
Discovering Psychology' is a comprehensive overview of key topics in contemporary psychology. These
include the history of psychology, research methods, the human brain, life span development and therapies to
treat mental illness.

Do What You are: Discover the Perfect Career for You Through the Secrets of Personality Type -
Completely Revised and Updated
Author: Tieger, Paul D.
Class: 331
U006306
The bestselling guide to finding career success and satisfaction through Personality Type is now thoroughly
revised, expanded, and updated. DO WHAT YOU ARE--the time-honored classic that has already helped more
than a million people find truly satisfying work--is now updated to include jobs in today...

Don't Believe Everything You Think: the 6 Basic Mistakes We Make In Thinking
Author: Kida, Thomas E.
Class: 153.42
U006306
library
Media: Textbook
Kida vividly illustrates these tendencies with numerous examples that demonstrate how easily we can be fooled
into believing something that isn't true. In a complex society where success - in all facets of life - often requires
the ability to evaluate the validity of many conflicting claims, the cri...

Dream Psychology (Overdrive ePub eBook)
Author: Freud, Sigmund
U006306
Online
Media: eBook
Sigmund Freud is commonly referred to as 'the father of psychoanalysis' and his work has been highly
influential - popularizing such notions as the unconscious, the Oedipus complex, defense mechanisms, Freudian
slips and dream symbolism - while also making a long-lasting impact on fields as diverse ...

Early Socialisation: Sociability and Attachment
Author: Flanagan, Cara
Class: 155.4
U006306
library
Series: Routledge Modular Psychology
This text looks at sociability and attachment and how they relate to emotional and cognitive development.
Topics covered include: bonding, attachment, deprivation, separation and privation, as well as enrichment.
Social and cultural variations are considered, and theories of attachment and loss are ...

Edexcel AS Psychology Student Unit Guide New Edition (Overdrive PDF eBook Sample)
Author: Brain, Christine
U006306
Online
Media: eBook
Focused revision for your best possible grade.

End of Average, The: How We Succeed in a World That Values Sameness
Author: Rose, Todd
Class: 155.2
U006306
Are you above average? Is your child an A student? Is your employee an introvert or an extrovert? Every day
we are measured against the yardstick of averages, judged according to how closely we come to it or how far
we deviate from it. The assumption that metrics comparing us to an average--like GPA...

ePsych: An electronic psychology text
U006306
Media: LinksPlus
EPsych, a text developed by Mississippi State University, explains concepts through interactive demonstrations
that will appeal to students who prefer to learn visually. Text is at a minimum and the site contains
demonstrations, experiments and videos as well as examples of the major psychological c...

Essential A2 Psychology for Aqa
Author: Gross, Richard D.
Class: 150
U006306
library
The essential textbook for A2 level psychology! a new approach for a new generation. Building on Essential AS
Psychology and written specifically for the latest AQA(A) specification, Essential A2 Psychology provides
exactly what you need to achieve top grades in your A2 level exams. All the key info...



Essential as Psychology for Aqa A
Author: Gross, Richard
Class: 150.7 GRO
U006306
library
By focusing clearly on what needs to be known for the AS level psychology exam, this text provides all the
essential content without excessive detail. It features critical discussion boxes, key studies boxes, concise
chapter summaries and model exam questions and answers.

Essential Psychology
Author: Davenport, G. C.
Class: 150 DAV
U006306
library
This second edition has been substantially revised and updated to meet the requirements of all major A/AS
Level syllabuses, whilst retaining its original features.

Essentials of Human Memory
Author: Baddeley, Alan D.
Class: 154
U006306
library
Series: Cognitive psychology
'Essentials of Human Memory'' evolved from a belief that, although the amount we know about memory has
increased enormously in recent years, it is still possible to explain it in a way that would be fully understood by
the general reader. This book is based on an earlier book, ''Your Memory,'' which...

Ethical Issues and Guidelines In Psychology
Author: Banyard, Philip
Class: 155
U006306
library
Series: Routledge Modular Psychology
What are the right ways to behave and the right ways to treat other people? Ethics are the rules and guidelines
that we use to make judgements of right and wrong. Psychologists have to consider ethical issues because they
deal with people and study their behaviour on a daily basis. The study of ethi...

Ethical Studies
Author: Bowie, Robert A.
Class: 170
U006306
library
This title also keeps all the best features from the first edition to address the key issues of Religious Ethics at
Advanced Level. It supports students as they move up to the new challenge of AS and A2 Religious Studies:
detailed and fully-referenced, but also highly accessible. It covers the major...

Examined Life, The: How We Lose And Find Ourselves
Author: Grosz, Stephen
Class: 158.1
U006306
** As heard on Book of the Week, Radio 4 ** 'This book is about change.' We are all storytellers - we make
stories to make sense of our lives. But it is not enough to tell tales. There must be someone to listen. In his work
as a practising psychoanalyst, Stephen Grosz has spent the last twenty-five ...

Feelings Book
Author: Madison, Dr Lynda
Class: 155.433
U006306
Series: American Girl (Paperback)
This companion to 'The Care and Keeping of You' helps girls understand their emotions and deal with them.
With tips on expressing feelings and staying in control, and letters from real girls written to 'American Girl'
magazine, this guide also gives advice on handling fear, anxiety, jealousy, and gr...

Girl Power: Get It! Flaunt It! Use It!
Author: Plaisted, Caroline
Class: 158.1 PLA
U006306
library

How Music Works: The Science and Psychology of Beautiful Sounds, from Beethoven to the Beatles and
Beyond
Author: Powell, John
Class: 781
U006306



In the Eye of the Beholder: the Science of Face Perception
Author: Bruce, Vicki & Young, Andy
Class: 152.14 BRU
U006306
library
Written to acompany an exhibition of the same title at the Scottish National Portrait Gallery in Spring 1998, this
text provides a non-technical introduction to the science of the human face and the psychology of face
perception.

Individual Differences: Normal and Abnormal
Author: Eysenck, Michael W.
Class: 155.22
U006306
library
Series: Principles of Psychology S.
A title in the modular ''Principles of Psychology'' series, designed for A-level and other introductory courses.
While normal individuals obviously differ from each other in various ways, psychologists have emphasized
differences in intelligence and personality. This emphasis is reflected in the boo...

Introducing Mind and Brain
Author: Gellatly, Angus
Class: 612.8 GEL
U006306
library
Series: Introducing... S.
'Introducing Mind and Brain'' examines a profound and mysterious puzzle: how does the biological tissue that
makes up the brain give rise to the activities that our culture refers to as 'the mind'? How does the three pounds
of electric sponge stowed in the top of your head allow you to experience en...

Introducing Pyschology: Approaches, Topics and Methods
Author: Pennington, Donald C.
Class: 150 PEN
U006306
library
Introducing Psychology: Approaches, Topics & Methods provides students and teachers of the AS level
psychology with an accessible, carefully organised and effective learning text book. The book covers all the
topic areas of the AQA AS Specification. Each of the twelve chapters covers the topic ...

Introducing Research and Data In Psychology: A Guide to Methods and Analysis
Author: Searle, Ann
Class: 150.019
U006306
library
Series: Routledge Modular Psychology
Introducing Research and Data in Psychology shows how research design and data analysis are attainable and
useful skills. It introduces both experimental and non- experimental methods of research and the analysis of
data using both descriptive and inferential statistics. The uses, interpretation and...

Introduction to Child Development, an
Author: Keenan, Thomas
Class: 155.4
U006306
library
Series: Sage Foundations of Psychology Series
This excellent book provides comprehensive coverage of topics in child development. It presents contemporary
evidence in an authoritative and accessible way that draws the reader into this fascinating area from the outset.
An essential companion for psychology and education-related courses' - Jonath...

Introduction to Forensic and Criminal Psychology
Author: Howitt, Dennis
Class: 364.3
U006306
With broad, in-depth coverage of this fascinating subject, Introduction to Forensic and Criminal Psychology
remains the most authoritative, readable and popular text in the field.nbsp; Theory is prominent throughout and
a range of in-text features #150; substantially enhanced in this new edition #15...

Irrationality
Author: Sutherland, Stuart
Class: 128.33
U006306
room 23 (economics)
This is an iconoclastic volume on the causes and effects of irrational behaviour. Why do doctors, army generals,
high-ranking government officials, and other people in positions of power make bad decisions that cause harm
to others? On the other hand, why do people insist on sitting through an awful...

Issues, Debates and Approaches in Psychology
Author: Fairholm, Ian
Class: 150
U006306
Series: Palgrave Insights in Psychology Series
Where did psychology originate? How has it evolved? These questions are at the heart of understanding the key
debates that are central to psychology. In this highly approachable introduction, Fairholm tackles the big
questions in psychology covering the ever controversial nature vs. nurture debate, ...



Jigsaw Man
Author: Britton, Paul
Class: 364.019 BRI
U006306
library
The autobiography of Paul Britton, one of the foremost offender profilers in the world. What he searches for at
the scene of a crime are not fingerprints, fibres or blood stains, he looks for the ''mind trace'' left behind by
those responsible, the psychological characteristics that can help the pol...

Just Go For It: 6 Simple Steps To Achieve Success
Author: Holmes, Kelly
Class: 158.1
U006306
library
Everybody has something they long for - be it succeeding in a new career, losing weight, getting out of debt, or
even just getting more organised in life! These things can seem overwhelmingly difficult to achieve, but the
good news is that many of the qualities that are required to succeed are simpl...

Man Who Mistook His Wife For A Hat, The
Author: Sacks, Oliver
Class: 616.89
U006306
library
The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat' is populated by a cast as strange as that of the most fantastic fiction.
The subject of this strange and wonderful book is what happens when things go wrong with parts of the brain
most of us don't know exist ...Dr Sacks shows the awesome powers of our mind an...

Mind of the Market, The: How Biology and Psychology Shape Our Economic Lives
Author: Shermer, Michael
Class: 330
U006306
room 23 (economics)
'[A] captivating raconteur of all the greatest hits of behavioral, evolutionary and neuropsychology . . .
Fascinating.''--''Los Angeles Times Book Review''How did we make the leap from ancient hunter-gatherers to
modern consumers, and why do people get so emotional about financial decisions? The nat...

Outliers: The Story of Success
Author: Gladwell, Malcolm
Class: 158
U006306
From the bestselling author of Blink and The Tipping Point, Malcolm Gladwell's Outliers: The Story of Success
overturns conventional wisdom about genius to show us what makes an ordinary person an extreme
overachiever. Why do some people achieve so much more than others? Can they lie so far out of t...

Paradox of Choice, The: Why More Is Less
Author: Schwartz, Barry
Class: 153.83
U006306
room 23 (economics)
The author of The Battle for Human Nature explains why too much choice has led to the ever increasing
complexity of everyday decisions, why too much of a good thing has become detrimental to human
psychological and emotional well-being, and how to focus our lives on making the right choices. Reprint...

Personality and Individual Differences
Author: Chamorro-Premuzic, Tomas
Class: 155.2
U006306
Series: BPS Textbooks in Psychology
Personality and Individual Differences is a state-of-the-art undergraduate textbook that covers the salient and
recent literature on personality, intellectual ability, motivation, and other individual differences such as
creativity, emotional intelligence, leadership, and vocational interests. As ...

Philosophy of Mind
Author: Thompson, Mel
Class: 150 THO
U006306
library
Series: Teach Yourself - Educational
What is your mind? How is it related to your body? What about artificial intelligence and information
technology? These issues are explored in this text. You can discover the impact of IT on our understanding of
the mind and the way it works.

Phobias
Author: Buchanan, Heather
Class: 616.85
U006306
Series: Palgrave Insights in Psychology Series
Anxiety is a natural part of life - but what happens when everyday anxieties start to dominate our lives, or when
we become overwhelmingly anxious about a particular object or situation? In this friendly and engaging
introduction, the authors consider these questions by discussing a range of specifi...



Physiology and psychology
U006306
Media: LinksPlus
Physiology and psychology is a part of a Winter Olympics science website which has information on exercise
including muscles.

Principles of Social Psychology
Author: Hayes, Nicky
Class: 155
U006306
library
Series: Principles of Psychology S.
This is designed to be a clear and readable introduction to social psychology for A-level students, for those
studying psychology as a supplement to other applied courses, and for those requiring an overview of the major
concerns and issues in this subject. The book aims to integrate the traditional...

Pro- and Anti-Social Behaviour
Author: Clarke, David
Class: 157
U006306
library
Series: Routledge Modular Psychology
Humans have the capacity to help others and be altruistic yet also to be aggressive and unco-operative. The
author considers both of these types of behaviour and the theories psychologists use to explain them. He also
looks at these behaviours in relation to everyday situations such as noise, crowdi...

Psychology
Author: Gross, Richard D.
Class: 150 GRO
U006306
library
Series: Hodder Arnold Publication
Covers every conceivable topic from substance abuse to health psychology, from criminological psychology to
moral development. Reading for psychology students and those studying health, nursing and social work.

Psychology
Author: Hood, Bruce
Class: 150
U006306
Renowned for its exuberant writing style, intriguing real life examples and cutting-edge research, this
best-selling text is back with additional coverage of social psychology, emphasis on the practical applications of
the discipline to students' lives, and engaging new 'psychomythology' features wh...

Psychology
U006306
Media: LinksPlus
A site from Mark Holah to support the AS Psychology course. It includes information about the core studies,
including cognitive, developmental, physiological and social psychology, as well as individual differences.
There are links to exam questions, a glossary, forum and more.

Psychology Aqa(A) for as
Author: Gross, Richard D.
Class: 150
U006306
library
Written by the best-selling authors Richard Gross and Geoff Rolls, and tailored precisely to the AQA(A)
specification, AQA(A) Psychology for AS is the ideal textbook for the brand new 2008 qualifications. With
fully comprehensive coverage of all the core content and valuable features such as Practic...

Psychology as for Aqa A
Author: Cardwell, Mike
Class: 150
U006306
library
Series: Psychology
This new edition, edited by the best-selling team of Cardwell, Clark and Meldrum, has been fully revised and
updated to match the new AQA A specification containing new features to ensure your students are completely
up-to-date! This new fourth edition will enable you to: Meet the new specificatio...

Psychology degree and A-Level online resources
U006306
Media: LinksPlus
Simply Psychology has been designed for UK A-level students and undergraduates. Articles, lecture slides, and
activities for multiple areas of psychology are organised under schools of psychological thought, with
additional information about key figures in psychology and social psychological concept...



Psychology for the IB Diploma (Overdrive PDF eBook Sample)
Author: Willerton, Julia
U006306
Online
Media: eBook
IB Psychology starts here!IB Psychology is a varied and demanding qualification - you need to be independent,
inquiring and knowledgeable. But finding your way around the huge amounts of research in Psychology and
relating them to your exams can be daunting. So that's why we consulted IB teachers an...

Psychology In Focus: A Level
Author: Haralambos, Mike
Class: 150.7 HAR
U006306
library
Combines the AS and A2 books, so covering the full A Level course in a single volume. ''The best books on the
market!'' '' ''Just what the students want!'' ''Clear and accessible'

Psychology of Addictive Behaviour
Author: Moss, Anthony
Class: 616.86
U006306
Series: Palgrave Insights in Psychology Series
This concise, clearly-written introduction will help cement students' understanding of the different theories
surrounding addictive behaviours. The authors examine both behavioural and substance-related disorders, with
chapters discussing biological, cognitive and moralistic perspectives, all organi...

Psychology of Eating, The: From Healthy to Disordered Behavior
Author: Ogden, Jane
Class: 613.2
U006306
With its primary focus on the psychology of eating from a social, health, and clinical perspective, the second
edition of The Psychology of Eating: From Healthy to Disordered Behavior presents an overview of the latest
research into a wide range of eating-related behaviors Features the most up-to-d...

Psychology of Relationships, The
Author: Willerton, Julia
Class: 158.2
U006306
Series: Palgrave Insights in Psychology Series
Relationships are central to our lives, influencing our health, sense of identity and happiness. In this accessible
introduction, Willerton looks at how we develop and maintain relationships, piecing together insights that span
health, social interaction, evolutionary origins and developmental psyc...

Psychology: A New Introduction for as Level
Author: Gross, Richard
Class: 150.7 GRO
U006306
library
This text aims to provide AS Level psychology students with an accessible introduction to all the topic areas
covered by the AS Level qualification. Mirroring the syllabus specifications, every chapter has three sections,
each of which includes both an individual summary and self-assessment question...

Psychology: an Introduction
Author: Hayes, Nicky & Orrell, Sue
Class: 150 HAY
U006306
library
The market leading GCSE Psychology textbook. An established best-seller, Psychology: An Introduction by
leading author Nicky Hayes, gives a comprehensive, yet straightforward introduction to Psychology. Clear
explanations of key themes and topics are supplemented by all the tools necessary to ensur...

Psychology: Introduction
U006306
Media: LinksPlus
Professor Russell A. Dewey of Georgia Southern University has written an online introductory Psychology
textbook of sixteen chapters. Topics include the nervous system, states of consciousness, senses and perception,
conditioning, memory, cognition, motivation and emotion, personality, social psycho...

Psychopathology
Author: Stirling, John
Class: 616.89
U006306
library
Series: Routledge Modular Psychology S.
'Psychopathology'' is a concise introduction to the major classes of adult mental illness. Beginning with a
historical overview, the authors consider how mental abnormality can be defined, reviewing the main
classification systems and the issues raised in classification and diagnosis. Schizophrenia,...



Research Methods and Statistics
Author: Walker, Ian
Class: 150.72
U006306
Series: Palgrave Insights in Psychology Series
Whether it's designing a study, conducting an experiment, or analyzing the results, research methods are an
integral part of Psychology. In this student-friendly introduction, Walker covers the different types of study,
quantitative data, statistics and ethics. This book is the perfect tool to help ...

School Psychology resources online
U006306
Media: LinksPlus
School Psychology Resources Online is a US site with resources and links for teachers, parents and post 16
students. It chiefly covers: researching learning disabilities, ADHD, functional behavioural assessment, autism,
adolescence, parenting, psychological assessment, special education, mental heal...

Social Influences and Processes
Author: Wren, Kevin
Class: 155
U006306
library
Series: Routledge Modular Psychology
Offering keyword and concept lists, chapter summaries, study aids and glossaries to aid the social psychology
student, this comprehensive textbook explores areas of human behavior as diverse as mob violence,
stereotyping and prejudice, obedience and conformity, gender behavior, and collective behavi...

Sport Motivation
Author: Hodge, Ken
Class: 796.021 HOD
U006306
library
Series: Complete Guide to
This practical handbook tells you everything you need to achieve excellence in sport, treating the mind as an
essential part of training. It covers psychological skills training; anxiety and peak performance; self-confidence,
motivation and mental toughness; coping with pressure; communication and t...

Sports psychology
U006306
Media: LinksPlus
The topics of goal setting, motivation, imagery, focus, and self-confidence for athletes are covered on the Sports
Psychology section of the Mind Tools website.

Sports psychology
U006306
Media: LinksPlus
Ways to enhance sports performance using the 4Cs of concentration, confidence, control and commitment to
overcome competitive anxiety are outlined on this site.

Stanford Prison experiment: A simulation study of the psychology of imprisonment
U006306
Media: LinksPlus
The official web site of the Stanford Prison Experiment, a classic study on the psychology of imprisonment
conducted in 1971 by Philip Zimbardo, includes contemporary parallels with the abuse of prisoners at Abu
Ghraib.

Stress, Cognition and Health
Author: Cassidy, Tony
Class: 155.904
U006306
library
Series: Psychology Focus S.
Examines the key issues in the psychology of stress and health, looking at how the external world makes
demands upon individuals and potentially causes of stress, while at the same time providing them with
resources to cope with stress.

Stumbling on Happiness
Author: Gilbert, Daniel
Class: 152.42
U006306
room 23 (economics)
In this fascinating and often hilarious work, pre-eminent psychologist Daniel Gilbert shows how - and why - the
majority of us have no idea how to make ourselves happy. The drive for happiness is one of the most instinctive
and fundamental human impulses - but do we actually have the first idea how ...



Surrealism
Author: Bradley, Fiona
Class: 759.0663
U006306
Melrose Art room
Series: Movements in Modern Art S.
Surrealism was one of the most interesting and influential at movements of the 20th century. A collective
adventure begun by a small group of intellectuals in Paris in the early 1920s, amongst them Max Ernst, Rene
Magritte and Salvador Dali, its influence was felt through the rest of continental Eur...

Theoretical Approaches In Psychology
Author: Jarvis, Matt
Class: 150
U006306
library
Series: Routledge Modular Psychology
Psychology is often considered to be a science. However, it is unique amongst the sciences as it is not governed
by a single set of principles or beliefs. Instead, psychologists can draw upon a range of alternative approaches,
each of which views the person and the study of the person in very differ...

Yes! : 50 Secrets from the Science of Persuasion
Author: Goldstein, Noah
Class: 658.45
U006306
room 23 (economics)
Most of us are only too aware that, whatever roles we have in today's fast-moving world, much of our success
lies in getting others to say 'yes' to our requests. What many people might not be aware of, though, is the vast
amount of research that has been conducted on the influence process. What fact...


